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ABSTRACT
We recently showed how structures of ideal (thin) lenses can act as (ray-optical) transformation-optics devices.
This was done by breaking the structure down into all sets of ideal lenses in the structure that share a common
edge, and showing that these sets have very specific imaging properties.
In order to start the development of a general understanding of the imaging properties of sets of ideal lenses
that share a common edge, we investigate here particularly simple and symmetric examples of combinations of
ideal lenses that share a common edge. We call these combinations ideal-lens stars. An ideal-lens star is formed
by N identical ideal lenses, each placed such that they share a principal point (which lies on the common edge)
and such that the angles between all neighbouring lenses are the same.
We find that that passage through every single ideal lens in the ideal-lens star images any point to itself.
Furthermore, light-ray trajectories in ideal-lens stars are piecewise linear approximations to conic sections. (In
the limit of N approaching infinity, they are conic sections.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
We recently started to investigate structures of ideal thin lenses that form transformation-optics devices. Trans-
formation-optics devices1,2 are defined by a coordinate transformation between physical (real) space and virtual
space (or electromagnetic space), and their function is to make any object at a physical-space position appear at
the corresponding virtual-space position, irrespective of the direction from which an observer positioned outside
the device views the object.
The most high-profile examples of transformation-optics device are invisibility cloaks. In the simplest case,
their associated coordinate transformation magnifies a virtual-space point inside the device into a finite-sized
sphere in physical space. Any object placed inside this sphere will then appear to be point-sized — and therefore
infinitely small — when seen from outside the cloak, and thus be hidden from view. Furthermore, any objects
seen through the cloak appear at their original position, and so (neglecting absorption and other such effects)
the cloak is invisible.
The idea to realise transformation-optics devices with ideal thin lenses originated from our work on pixellated,
light-ray-direction-changing, sheets called telescope windows.3,4 Such sheets perform a pixellated version of
generalised refraction, which has associated shortcomings such as field-of-view limitations,5,6 but on the other
hand it can be shown that this enables refraction that cannot be achieved without such compromises.7,8 This
very general refraction enables telescope windows to perform the most general imaging that maps between all of
object space and all of image space,9,10 but it is important to realise that, due to the shortcomings of pixellation,
the imaging is not stigmatic (i.e. ray-optically perfect) but merely integral (i.e. it is not individual light rays that
intersect at conjugate positions but the centres of bundles of light rays).
The very general imaging properties of telescope windows enabled the construction — so far only theoretical
— of transformation-optics devices consisting entirely of idealised telescope windows. The idealisation is that
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Figure 1. Structure of the.11 Each blue cylinder marks the edge of a homogeneous telescope window. There are six square
telescope windows that form the faces of the outside cube, and numerous triangular telescope windows on the inside.
With the right choice of telescope-window parameters, the central octahedron appears smaller when viewed from outside
the cloak. The image was calculated with an extended version of the customised raytracer Dr TIM.12
all detrimental effects of pixellation are being neglected. We first investigated the simplest case, in which all
telescope windows were homogeneous (meaning that every part of the telescope window changes the direction of
transmitted light rays identically).11,14 Fig. 1 shows the structure of a homogeneous-telescope-window cloak.
Next, we investigated the more complicated case of devices consisting of inhomogeneous telescope windows.
It transpires that the idealised inhomogeneous telescope windows that image between all of object and image
space are simply ideal thin lenses generalised to have two different focal lengths on their two sides. We call such
generalised thin lenses glenses.15 Fig. 2 shows the structure of a glens cloak.13
We noticed that several of the glenses in the glens cloak shown in Fig. 2 have the same focal lengths on
their two sides, and so they are actually simply ideal thin lenses. We started to wonder if it is possible to
construct transformation-optics devices entirely from ideal thin lenses. Such devices would elegantly avoid the
shortcomings of pixellation, and they would be an omni-directional generalisation of the paraxial “Rochester
cloak”.16 The construction of such devices is indeed possible if certain design rules are followed; Fig. 3 shows
the structure of an example, an ideal-lens cloak.
The key design rule is as follows. We place a closed loop around any one of the edges in an ideal-lens-based
transformation-optics device. This loop intersects the ideal lenses intersecting at the edge. We now take an
arbitrary point P and calculate its image P′ due to the lens intersected first. Next, we calculate the position
of the image P′′ of P′ due to the lens intersected next, and continue this re-imaging process until all lenses
intersected by the loop have been taken into account. The requirement then is that the eventual image position
must be the same as the original position P, for any choice of P. In other words, the combination of all lenses
that meet at a common edge to image every point back to itself.
This design rule led us to investigate combinations of lenses that satisfy it, as these combinations would then
be the building blocks of ideal-lens transformation-optics devices. One type of these ideal-lens combinations
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Figure 2. Structure of the glens cloak.13 The blue cylinders now mark the edges of glenses, that is, idealised inhomogeneous
telescope windows. Each quadrilateral formed by four cylinders marks the area of a suitable glens. Specifically, all squares
formed by cylinders (the faces of the inner and outer cubes) mark the area of glenses, the quadrilaterals connecting
corresponding edges of the inner and outer cubes mark the area of ideal thin lenses. The image was calculated with the
raytracer Dr TIM.12
stood out for its simplicity and symmetry. We call this type of ideal-lens combination an ideal-lens star, and
investigate it here.
2. IDEAL-LENS STARS
Consider N squares arranges such that one side of each square touches a given axis and the angles between all
neighbouring squares are the same (namely 360◦/N). Replacing the squares with ideal thin lenses, all with the
same focal length f and all sharing the same principal point (or lens centre), which lies on the axis, results in
an ideal-lens star. Figs 4 and 5 show raytracing images of an ideal-lens star comprising N = 7 ideal thin lenses.
Fig. 6 shows a number of trajectories, all originating from the same point light source, in an ideal-lens star.
It can be seen that all trajectories shown intersect again at a position opposite that of the point light source,
and a number of trajectories continue to intersect again at the position of the point light source, forming closed
trajectories. Different trajectories are shown in different colours: the closed trajectories are blue and dark purple,
the open trajectories light purple and red.
It can be shown mathematically that the trajectories in an ideal-lens star in the limit N → ∞ are conic
sections. Fig. 7 illustrates this, showing trajectories that start identically to those shown in Fig. 6 in an ideal-lens
star with a large number of lenses. It can be seen that the closed trajectories are now very close approximations
to a circle (blue trajectory) and an ellipse (dark purple), the open trajectories are now approximating a parabola
(light purple) and a hyperbola (red).
Fig. 8 shows the view from a point on a closed trajectory inside the ideal-lens star shown in Fig. 4, looking
in the direction of the trajectory. The trajectory is chosen to pass through the red sphere also shown in Fig. 4,
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Figure 3. Structure of an ideal-lens cloak. The blue cylinders this time mark the edges of ideal thin lenses. All lenses are
triangular in shape. The image was calculated with the raytracer Dr TIM.12
which is why the red sphere is visible in the centre of the image. More importantly, however, it can be seen that
the view surrounding the image of the sphere is black. This is due to the fact that all light rays that reach the
camera from those directions travel on closed trajectories, and as such never reach a light source, which is why
the view in those directions is dark.
3. CONCLUSIONS
We have described a structure of ideal thin lenses called ideal-lens stars with the property that the lenses, in
combination, image every point to itself. We have not derived nor proved this property here, but instead we
have shown several raytracing simulations that are consistent with the predicted imaging properties. Ideal-lens
stars are useful building blocks for ideal-lens-based transformation-optics devices.
An obvious question for future research is how the properties of ideal-lens stars change if the ideal thin lenses
are replaced with physical lenses. These properties could then be tested experimentally.
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Figure 4. Lens star with N = 7 lenses. A red sphere placed inside the star is also shown. The image was created with Dr
TIM.12 The focal length of each lens is one floor-tile width.
Figure 5. Top view of the lens star shown in Fig. 4. The image was created with Dr TIM.12
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Figure 6. Trajectories inside a lens star with N = 7 lenses. The image was created with Dr TIM.12
Figure 7. Trajectories inside a lens star with N = 113 lenses. The image was created with Dr TIM.12
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shown in The image was created with Dr TIM.12
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